... This work represents a solid resource for teachers in Indiana to use to internationalize their lesson plans as they consider Indiana’s standards. It also provides a wonderful launching point for teachers to envision their own methods for bringing learning about the world into their classrooms in Indiana ...

Jennifer Manise, Executive Director, Longview Foundation for Education in World Affairs and International Understanding, Inc., Falls Church, VA

... Children’s knowledge of the rest of the world can’t be taught just in social studies for ten minutes a day. Outside of taking them abroad, Internationalizing the Academic Standards: Indiana is the best resource I’ve seen to promote global competence in the next generation ...

Philip Boley, Retired Indiana District Superintendent, Vice President, Chinese Education Connection, Indianapolis, IN

... An increasingly clear fact of living in the 21st century is that the world is shrinking at a shocking pace and teachers have a responsibility to their students to prepare them for their place in this world. This resource, which clearly connects teachable and relevant skills for students to the standards that guide decision-making, is a tremendous aid to any teacher ...

Kevin M. Cline, Department Chair, Social Studies, Frankton High School, Frankton, IN